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What is a Digital Micromirror Device?
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• A DMD is a MEM’s device comprising of an 
array of thousands of mirrors, each of which can 
be biased electrostatically  to one of two fixed 
angular positions – typically +/- 12° from nominal

Basic DLP projector



How is a DMD used in a 
spectrograph?

• An image of interest is projected onto the DMD
• DMD mirrors are configured to form a slit mask
• Light from objects of interest is directed toward a spectral arm
• The remaining image is directed toward an imaging arm
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1996: after ~15 years of research TI makes DMD 
commercially available

LARGE FORMAT!
SVGA (800x600)
SXGA (1280x1024)

… but LOW CONTRAST
1981

(Hornbeck, TI Technical Journal, Jul-Sep. 1998, p.31)



1996: astronomers take notice 
(John Mackenty at STScI)

• 1996: NGST yardstick concept 
• 1997: MIROS - next gen. HST instrument proposal
• ~1998: NASA funds pre-phase-A study 

• IR Multi-object spectrograph for NGST
• Development of Micro-Mirrors for space applications

• 1998: concept of IRMOS ground-based near-IR 
spectrograph based on Texas Instrument DMD
• Funded by GSFC, STScI, KPNO - PI J. MacKenty



Goddard develops Micro Mirror Arrays for NGST

100 micron size
Contrast a
concern
(1:2000 requirement)



2004: IRMOS at KPNO demonstrates the 
potential of DMD based instruments



2003: RITMOS 
demonstrates the “dual mode” of DMDs

based on a TI DMD 
of 848×600 elements

Meyer et al., Proc. SPIE 492 (2004)

Imaging Channel

Spectroscopic Channel



January 23, 2002: NASA selects micro-shutter 
technology (MSA) for NGST NIRSpec

171x365 elements
100 x 200 micron

 

 

 

As an alternative to the DMD, NASA/GSFC also developed since 1999 the Micro-Shutter Array. The MSA is an array 
of small (100×200 micron) shutter blades connected to a frame by narrow torsion bars which can be opened through 
magnetic actuation and latched open electrostatically.15,16 The JWST project eventually preferred the MSA to the DMDs, 
mostly on the basis of easier optical design and concerns relative to scattered light, contrast, and flatness of the relatively 
large mirror facets. The most recent MSAs qualified for flight on JWST come in 171u365 pixels format and operate in 
cryogenic conditions (Figure 3).  

 

       
Fig. 3.Left: (A) A microshutter array containing 62,415 individual shutters. (B) SEM image of the front side of a small 

section of the microshutter array with a SEM image of a single microshutter (inset). (C) SEM image of the backside of 
the microshutter array. (D) the microshutter array mounted on the silicon substrate with the CMOS ICs  (from 
http://spie.org/x19501.xml?ArticleID=x19501). Right: Micro-shutter array (MSA) programmed with the James Webb 
Space Telescope symbol (from STScI Newsletter, Summer 2007).  

 

 

3. DMD BASED INSTRUMENTS 
The interest of NASA for DMD-based spectrographs echoed in the scientific community, triggering the construction of 
at least two new astronomical instruments, IRMOS and RITMOS. 

3.1 IRMOS 

The Infra-Red Multi-Object Spectrograph (IRMOS) was conceived within the JWST community to explore the design 
and performance of a DMD based instrument, while providing at the same time a high-performance scientific instrument 
for astrophysical research.12,13,14 IRMOS is based on an early 848x600 element DMD, 10 degrees tilt, each one being a 
square 16 micron on a side and 17 micron distance between centers. The DMD is cooled at about T=-45C to enable 
observations from 0.85 to 2.5 microns, thanks to a HgCdTe detector of 1024×1024 pixels. In this wavelength range, 
there are four main atmospheric windows, respectively z, J, H and K, centered at 0.95, 1.2, 1.6 and 2.2micron. For each 
window, the spectrograph provides resolution R=O�'O�  300, 1000 and 3000 (1000 only in the z-band), together with 
some imaging capability. The all-reflective optics of IRMOS deliver a field of view of 170×210 arcseconds at the 4m 
Mayall telescope of the Kitt Peak National Observatory, where the instrument is currently operated.  

A standard IRMOS observation  (Figure 4) requires the preliminary acquisition of the targets in imaging mode. Once the 
positions of the targets have been defined, the micromirrors corresponding to these targets are maintained in their “ON” 
status while all the others are deflected to “OFF”. Then a dispersing element is inserted into the beam and the 
spectroscopic observation can begin. In practice, an accurate mapping of the DMD-detector transformation is required, 

Proc. of SPIE Vol. 7210  72100A-3
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Actual MSA performance for JWST/NIRSpec
Open Area Fill Factor: 62.1%

15% failed closed      <20 failed open

“MSA flux leakage can accumulate to a level that is closer to 1 part in ~50 (2%) on average”

https://jwst-docs.stsci.edu/near-infrared-spectrograph/nirspec-instrumentation/nirspec-micro-shutter-assembly

Next Generation 840x420 elements



TI development of DMDs
SPIE 4980 (2003)

~40 millions produced by 2016



2003: Digital Cinema DC2K DMD

2048 x 1080 mirrors
13.7 micron

12o tilt



SPectroscopic All-sky Cosmic Explorer

2006-2008



SPACEMISSION SUMMARY

Telescope diameter 1.5m

Optical configuration Ritchey-Chrétien

Wavelength range 0.6 - 1.8 µm

Optical quality Diffraction limited l>0.65µm

Pointing stability 0.1” rms/ 30min

Overall mass 1486 kg

Data rate 1.5Mbit/s

Orbit/Launcher L2/Soyuz

Launch date Mid 2017

Mission Duration 5 years

Partners ESA-NASA-
European Agencies



SPACE INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE
Total field of view 51’ x 27’ (0.4 sq. degrees)

Nr. and type of DMDs 4 CINEMA chip (2048x1080)

Total nr. of mirrors 8.8 million

Mirror field of view 0.75” x 0.75”

Number of spectra ~ 6,000 simultaneous

Detector Pixel size 0.375” x 0.375”

Dispersing element Prism R~400; 0.8-1.8µm

Imaging filters z, J, H, narrow band

Detector HgCdTe 0.4-1.8µm, 2k x 2k 

Nr. of detectors 16 (4 mosaics of 2x2 chips)

Detector Temperature ~145 K

QE >75% average

Readout noise 5e-/multiple read

Observing modes Broad- and narrow-band imaging, multi-slit, slitless
spectroscopy



Astronomers liked it…

…but it was too early



2010: ESA supports evaluation tests on DMDs

Tested
• Thermal: operational at -40C
• Total ionizing dose:  operational up to 10-15Krads
• Single Proton: no failures observed (short test)
• Vibration and shock: no degradation following stress tests
• Contrast: 2,250:1 at f/3

Conclusion
“[…] These results do not reveal any show-stopper 
concerning the ability of the DMD to meet environmental 
space requirements. […]”

See F. Zamkotsian talk tomorrow



2013:

NASA SAT
(Strategic 
Astrophyics
Technology)
program
begins support
of DMD space
qualification
tests
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Snapshots from the test facilities
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Radiation (LBNL, Texas A&M,NASA/GSFC) Vibration (RIT)

Scattering  (GSFC) Cryogenics  (JHU)
window replacement (RIT)



XGA DMDs (768 x 1024) space-
qualification program led by RIT
• Proton Radiation Testing of Digital Micromirror Devices for Space Applications, Fourspring et 

al., Opt.Eng. 52,9 (2013)

• The effects of gamma radiation on digital micromirror devices, Oram et al. SPIE 10932, 
(2019)

• Total ionizing dose effects on digital micromirror devices, Oram et al.  JATIS, 6 045006 (2020)

• Shock and vibration testing of digital micromirror devices (DMDs) for space-based 
applications, Vorobiev et al. SPIE 9912, 2016

• Measurements of the reflectance, contrast ratio, and scattering properties of digital 
micromirror devices (DMDs), Vorobiev et al. SPIE 9912, 2016

• Optical evaluation of digital micromirror devices (DMDs) with UV-grade fused silica, 
sapphire, and magnesium fluoride windows and long-term reflectance of bare devices, 
Quijada et al., SPIE 9912, 2016

•



DMD Testing confirm TRL 5
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Current TRL for DMDs 
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We expect COTS XGA DMDs (768 x 1024 mirrors), will  be certified 
at TRL 6.

ATLAS requires DC2K (Cinema) arrays (1024 x 2048 mirrors), 
+ Identical architecture as XGA DMDs 
However
- DC2K have not passed the same level of testing
- Non-VIS applications require window replacement



Window replacement

COTS XGA DMD (left) and a re-windowed DMD 
(right) that has had its original borosilicate window 
replaced with a sapphire window.

• DMD are packaged with a Borosilicate window with A/R thin film coating. 
• DC2K DMDs are optimized for visible light 400-700nm
• Transmission drops significantly in the near-IR
• TI does not customize window coating of DC2K DMDs. 

We have developed the capability of replacing the 
DMD window. 



Contrast: Diffraction and Scattering
DMDs can modeled as a double-ruled diffraction grating with 12o blazing at 45o tilt

Orthogonal grid
(DMD in flat state)

Blazed orthogonal grid
(DMDs at 24deg tilt)

Diffraction in case of Normal  illumination   



Scattering

• Hard to measure: Generally compounded with diffraction in 
standard “flat illumination”  measures: historic DMD “contrast” 
issue.

f/10 beam, no window f/3.5 beam, BK7 window

Vorobiev et al. 2016, SPIE 9912, 99125U
(original NGST requirement >2500)



Lumerical modeling: electric field from a 
wavepacket incident an array of DMDs titled 12deg

Model Parameters
Pitch (mirror):  13.68 µm
Width (mirror):  13.143 µm
Width (via):     0.75 µm
Depth (via):     1.75 um
Radius (edge):   0.4 µm
Fill factor:     92%

Simulation Parameters
Width (X):   58.04 µm
Width (Y):   58.04 µm
Height (Z):  100 µm
Wavelength:  4.0 µm
f-number:    4
Width (PSF): 39.04 µm

J. Piotrowski, JHU



Electronics and control
• The typical DMD driving board

Wintech DLP W4100 

• New JHU control board



Performance Metrics

Parameter IDGs full HD DMD 
Controller

Third Party 
Controller using TI’s 
full HD Chipset

DMD Power 
Dissipation:

< 50 mW
(Includes both the 
DMD and the CPLD. 
Measured while 
idle)

1.8 W 
(DMD only per TI 
specifications)

Number of wires 
between the DMD 
controller and the 
DMD carrier 
assembly:

36
Note: The current 
controller uses 36 
conductors, 
however, this could 
potentially be 
reduced to 20

300
(Comprised of 3, 
100 conductor 
ribbon cables)

Length of wiring: 1000 mm  300 mm
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• Hear dissipation in the full DC2K DMD has been reduced to <3% of a standard controller
• Conductive heat load from wiring has been reduced to <4% of a standard controller, 

based on reduced wire count and increased wire length

Enables IR spectrographs
Þ Extreme AO

• SAMOS @ SOAR (GLAO)
• GMOX @ Gemini (MCAO)

Know-how in hand to build 
radiation-hard version



Last constraint: DMDs cannot be physically butted together



Last constraint: DMDs cannot be physically butted together

~20% filling factor of  a focal plane



Telescope and pyramid mirror
• Diameter: 1.5-m 
• Focal Ratio f/15.3 
• Ffl = 23 m, scale = 8.968 arcsec/mm
• Design: modified Ritchey-Chre ́tien.  
• Small aspheric secondary 274 mm dia
• Hole in M1 is 340 mm 
• Areal fill factor: 94.8%

tiling pattern
DMD Aspect Ratio 
1.896:1
1 dither move needed 
for 100% field coverage



• 3 Mirror system (aspheres)
• Receive the f/15 telescope beam and 

release a f/2.4xf/2.2 beam on the 
2048x1080 DMD 

• Scale: 0.75”x0.75”/mirror
• Field of view : 0.1 sq.deg./DMD
• ±12 deg beam is directed to 

spectrograph (+) or light dump (-)

Reimaging Optics



Dual channel spectrograph

See Talk by R. Content

- 3 mirror collimator
- beam splitter at 2micron
- 2 prisms (or gratings)
- 1 mirror camera



Prisms or grating?

• Dispersion
• Throughput
• Mass 

Dispersion prism vs. grating



A Modular Design



Detectors
• 2 x 4 H4RG-10 pixels (same as NGRoman ST)
• 32 channels, 200Khz, 2.5s frame

Mosby et al. (2020) https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.00505.pdf



The Hadamard transform

q The focal plane is projected onto N 
long slits

q For each of N exposures only N/2 slits 
are open, according to the 
eigenvectors of an orthogonal base

q Pixels receive superimposed light from 
a series of spaxels, each at different 𝜆

q The superposition matrix is inverted to 
obtain the spectrum for each spaxel

q Exposure time is the same as long-slit 
scanning, but on-source time is N/2 
longer

IFU capabilities through HTS 



IRMOS IFU scan through the Orion Trapezium
(Row images, J-band, KPNO 2.2m)
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Courtesy J. MacKenty



Summary

• DMD is a 40yr old technology
• COTS DMDs are TRL 5-6
• ATLAS-Probe uses a traditional spectrograph concept, fully 

modular, ingenious design
• H4RG-10 detectors being developed for Roman ST show 

excellent performance



Ancillary slides



From 17 to 100 micron slit size?

𝜆
𝐷
×𝐹 = 𝜆 × ⁄𝑓 #

𝜆 × ⁄𝑓 # = 15 𝜇𝑚 requires 𝑓/3
= 100𝜇𝑚 requires 𝑓/20

Commercial DMDs are [17.0], 13.6, 10.8, 7.6, 5.4 micron

For reference at 𝜆 = 5 𝜇𝑚

D = 8m, !" = 0.125” (D=1m, !" = 1.0”)

Matching a diffraction limited PSF to a narrow slit requires FAST optics 

i.e. at 𝜆 = 5 𝜇𝑚:



Fast f/# can be a problem with DMDs:
Mirror tilt angle limits the f/# (in order to split the in/out beam)

10o⁄𝑓 # =
1

2 × atan 𝜗
implies 3

𝜗 = 10° → ⁄𝑓 # ≥ 2.89
𝜗 = 12° → ⁄𝑓 # ≥ 2.42

For normal illumination!

A limit on f/# is a limit on the pixel scale

𝐴Ω = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡.⟹ 𝑑!"#𝜗$%& ≅ 𝑑$%& tan'(
1
⁄𝑓 #

Therefore…

𝜗$%& ≥ 0.125” requires 3
⁄𝑓 # ≤ 3.4 with 17 𝜇𝑚 mirror
⁄𝑓 # ≤ 20 with 100𝜇𝑚 mirror



2) The full field must be split: instrument size increases with the f/#

Fast beams need space to be splitted:
=> Large optics
=> Large instruments

For normal illumination!



Projectors use Total Internal Reflection prisms

Pan & Wang 2013, 
Applied Optics 52, 
8347

Spano’ et al. 2009, SPIE 7436, 74360O

Concept Design for IR 
spectrograph

Projector Design


